Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CSO_Tyler says:
::in OPS analyzing the runabouts Intercept course on the main viewer::

CEO_JJ says:
#::on the Thomas, wants to get away from the Engineering area before the decks colapse::

CSecWolfe says:
@  ::looks down at the dead Tactical officer, whose station he is sitting at now, and closes his lifeless eyes::

CSO_Tyler says:
EnsignLomax:  Whats that status on the Talvos??

Host CO_Reed says:
#::takes the toolkit out from the storage compartment near the engineering bridge console::

CSecWolfe says:
@  Admiral:  We are approaching the Genola...and entering Transporter Range.

CSO_Tyler says:
[Lomax] Tyler :  The Talvos will not be ready for launch for another 30 minutes

CEO_JJ says:
#::tries to pry open a door::

CmdrWolfe says:
::in command at Ops::

CSO_Tyler says:
self:  Damn!!    ::begins pacing with his arms behind himself eyes glued to the main viewer::

Host AdmFarley says:
@CSecWolfe: Take charge of an engineering and medical away team, Commander.

Host CO_Reed says:
#::starts working on getting bridge consoles back up::

CEO_JJ says:
#myself: oh great my luck jammed shut

CSecWolfe says:
@  Admiral:  Aye, Sir.

CSecWolfe says:
@  ::notifies the Medical Teams and Engineering Teams to meet him in Transporter Room 1::

CEO_JJ says:
#::looks around and notices that the stress fractures on the walls aer starting to get bigger::

CSO_Tyler says:
CmmdrWolfe:  Commander ::nods::  Here is an update situation report.  ::hands here a PADD on his science console::  A wing of 3 runabouts are on an intercept course

Host AdmFarley says:
@COMM: Genola: This is USS Colt, Admiral Farley here.  We are sending over help.  Hold on.

CEO_JJ says:
#*CO*: Sir I am in more trouble than I thought I can't get out of Engineering and the ceiling is about to come down on my head ::runs over to the JT::

CSecWolfe says:
@  ::departs the bridge, and zips down to Transporter Room::

CmdrWolfe says:
::she takes the padd, and looks it over:: Tyler: Three runabouts hardly consitute a "wing" Ensign, but that's all we've got.

Host AdmFarley says:
ACTION: A runabout comes into the limited sensor range of the USS Thomas.

CEO_JJ says:
#::pulls out the unconscious EO and lays him on the ground then crawls into the Tube:: ::tries to pull the EO up into the tube and has trouble at first but it works::

CSecWolfe says:
@  ::arrives on the appropriate deck, striding down the hallway quickly, eyebrows knitting::

Host CO_Reed says:
#*CEO*:  I'll try to get power to the transporters and beam you to the bridge.  Find a safe spot until then.

FCO_Rhen says:
$::pulls te runabout as close as he dares go to the USS Thomas::

CNS_Savar says:
::In OPS, manning the Tactical station::

CSO_Tyler says:
CmdrWolfe:  We have the Talvos on launch prep. But I don't think she'll be ready in time

CSecWolfe says:
@  ::walks into the TR and looks around::  Engineering Team:  You will beam as close to main engineering you can....Medical will beam in with me to the main bridge.

CEO_JJ says:
#::at least I will be protected in here:: *CO*: I'm ahead of you sir ::looks at the pile of rubble block the JT::

CmdrWolfe says:
::she grimaces:: Tyler: How many Jem Hadar are still out there?

CSecWolfe says:
@  ::steps onto the pad with the small medical team....disappearing into a shimmering transporter beam::

CEO_JJ says:
#::crawls to the rubble and starts to remove some of it so he can get through::

Host CO_Reed says:
#::opens up a console, reroutes power from here to there, and back over here again, bypassing this, and overriding that::

Host AdmFarley  (Transporter.wav)

CSO_Tyler says:
CmdrWolfe:  As far as our sensors indicate, all Jem hadar threats have been eliminated

CNS_Savar says:
::Begins scan for hiding Jem'Hadar::

CSecWolfe says:
@  ::appears on the ruined bridge of the Genola.....his ees watering from the acrid smoke::

CEO_JJ says:
#::looks at an interesting piece of scape and notices that it isn't Federation, it's a smashed JH Rifle::

CmdrWolfe says:
::she goes to the science station, and runs a scan of the Genola....she stretches out telepathically to see if her brother is still alive somehow::

Host AdmFarley says:
ACTION: The Genola is one big mess.  Bodies are everywhere, and life signs are minimal.

CSecWolfe says:
@  ::looks at the Captain, dead in his chair...shakes head::

CSecWolfe says:
@  ::motions for the Medical team to spread out.....pulls out his tricorder and begins scanning::

Host CO_Reed says:
#::locks onto the lifesigns in Engineering, then beams them to the bridge.  Ideally.. it should work.::

CEO_JJ says:
#::materializes on Bridge:: CO: Sir this ship was boarded but I can't tell if it was are recent battle or the last one ::showing the JM Rifle::

Host CO_Reed says:
#<FCO> CO:  Sir, unless the readings are mistaken, there is a runabout very near to our position.

FCO_Rhen says:
$Comm: Thomas: how badly are you hurt?

CSO_Tyler says:
::checks the range from the runabouts  to the Genola and Thomas::

COpsCraig (kypdurron0@slip129-37-217-142.mi.us.ibm.net) has joined the conversation.

CmdrWolfe says:
Tyler: Can you get a lock on our people?

CSecWolfe says:
@  COM:Colt:  Admiral:  The Genola is in bad shape, sir.  Main power offline.  ::pulls the dead ensign back from the ruined ops station::  The OPS board is lit up like a christmas tree.

COpsCraig says:
::in OPS::

Host CO_Reed says:
#COMM: Runabout:  We are in bad shape.  Do you have room for 5 people over there?

CEO_JJ says:
#::looks at the Rifle but can't see any blood on it:: myself: there goes any chance of checking to see if when the owner died

Host AdmFarley says:
@COMM: Wolfe: I'm surprised there is enough power to light up the Ops board, Commander.  Do what you can.

FCO_Rhen says:
$Comm: Thomas: Certainly sir, I imagine it will be a refreshing change of environment for you.

CSecWolfe says:
@  ::takes a look at Helm....where a medic is working on the young Helmswoman...and noticing that the Helm control has been rerouted.....::

CSecWolfe says:
@  ::steps over a fallen support and walks around to the tactical station::

Host AdmFarley says:
@COMM:Wolfe: Are the engineering circuits able to handle a power transfer feed?

Host CO_Reed says:
#COMM: Runabout:  Please lock onto the lifesigns on the bridge and beam us to your.. working.. runabout.

FCO_Rhen says:
$::brings the runabout in alongside the Thomas::

CEO_JJ says:
#CO: Sir I am going to get started on the SIF and IDF generators, permission to leave the bridge ::mubbles:: what's left of it

CSO_Tyler says:
CNS: Keep your eyes peeled for anys signs of Jem Hadar ships

CSecWolfe says:
@  COM:  Admiral:  She's taken quite a beating here, Sir.  Any transfer should be kept at the bare minimums until the Engineering teams can get the power grid up and running to near 100%

Host CO_Reed says:
#*CEO*:  You've said yourself that this ship is unsafe.  We're going to the runabout.

FCO_Rhen says:
$::moves to the aft stand-alone console and scans the bridge of the Thomas::  Comm: Thomas: Ready to energize, standby for transport.

CNS_Savar says:
CSO: I have set up the console for continual scanning.  I will continue to monitoring it.

CEO_JJ says:
#CO: Yes Sir ::glad to get off this ship::

Host AdmFarley says:
@COMM:Wolfe: Understood.  I was hoping that if we could pump some energy to the SIF and IDF, we could tow her back.

CSecWolfe says:
@  ::notices a young man slumped forward over the tac console, his black hair matted down by a deep crimson streak::

FCO_Rhen says:
$::taps the energize button after setting the computer to beam them over two at a time::

CSO_Tyler says:
CNS: Good... ::turns to Cmdr Wolfe::  Wolfe: Anything comes near them, and we'll know about it

Host CO_Reed says:
$::appears on the runabout transporter pad::

CSecWolfe says:
@  COMM:Farley:  Give me 10 minutes....::hops over a fallen railing and places a hand on his shoulder, scanning him::

CmdrWolfe says:
::she receives a telepathic image from Max, and she closes her eyes::

CmdrWolfe says:
Tyler: Good. We're not moving from these posts until they are all back.

CSO_Tyler says:
CmdrWolfe: Understood

CSecWolfe says:
@  MedicJohanson:  Medical Pack NOW!  ::turns and snaps the pack from the air::

FCO_Rhen says:
$::turns to see the Captain materialize::  CO: welcome aboard

CmdrWolfe says:
::she opens her eyes and forces herself to stand at the console, keeping her eyes on the main viewer::

CEO_JJ says:
#::looks around as he materializes on a runabout::

CSecWolfe says:
@  ::nearly ripping the pack open, pulls the cardio-stimulator, dermal regenerator, and hypospray out dropping the case to the deck unceremoniously::

Host CO_Reed says:
$::looks at the FCO::  It's nice to be here.  I don't suppose you have any suggestions for getting the Thomas back to Arcadia with no IDF, do you?  ::looks at JJ::  Any suggestions are welcome.

CSecWolfe says:
@  ::runs another quick scan, cursing silently::

FCO_Rhen says:
$CO: no, the acceleration forces would kill everyone aboard...as if the Jem'Hadar hadn't done a good enough job already

CSecWolfe says:
@  ::pulls the Lieutenant's head back, noticing the trickle of blood was much more......the right side of his face a bloody mess.......notices he is still concious...barely::

Host CO_Reed says:
$FCO:  Well, there isn't anyone left alive on that ship.

CSecWolfe says:
@  ::barely hears the report that partial main power has been restored on the Genola as he whips open the medical tricorder for a more complete scan::

CEO_JJ2 says:
$::sits at a console and uses the sensors:: CO: I am working on a suggestion

FCO_Rhen says:
$::leans on the transporter console a bit::  CO: you're it?

CEO_JJ says:
$::scans the Thomas and checks the SIF and IDF:: myself: I was right the EPS isn't able to supply the systems any more

Host CO_Reed says:
$CEO:  Inform me when you find something.
FCO:  Myself, my CEO, CTO, FCO, and an injured engineer.  We're all that's left of the Thomas.

CSecWolfe says:
@  ::grabs the hypo and injects Lt Patrick Thompson with a blood creation agent as his left hand frantically works the dermal regenerator::

CEO_JJ says:
$myself: not to mention some of the generators are destroyed

FCO_Rhen says:
$::nods grimly to the CO::  CEO: is the SIF still online?

CmdrWolfe says:
::she taps her fingertips on the console, harder and harder until it's very audible::

CSO_Tyler says:
COMM EPISILON WING:  Epsilon wing.  This is Arcadia requesting a status report

CEO_JJ says:
$FCO: no power and some of the generators are off line

CSecWolfe says:
@  <Patrick>  ::groans, eyes rolling forward to look at Max::

CEO_JJ says:
$CO & FCO: My suggestions is a difficult one, first we are going to have to beam everyone off of the Thomas

FCO_Rhen says:
$CEO: then the Thomas isn't going anywhere, at least not if you want her in one piece by the time we get back to Arcadia.

Host CO_Reed says:
$CEO:  We are everyone.

CEO_JJ says:
$CO & FCO: then we will have to beam power packs to the working SIF Generators

CSecWolfe says:
@  ::doesnt notice the eyes upon him as he works the dermal regenerator, his heart rate quickening as he hears the cardio-alarms chirp on the medical tricorder.......the tactical officers heart going into Defib::

CEO_JJ says:
$CO & FCO: and finally beam and attach to the hull SIF Generators to replace the ones that aren't working, and that's just to get it back to the station

CSecWolfe says:
@ No.....damnit no.....Medic!  I need a hand here!  ::notices Patrick look at him....feels his own eyes sliding into a pleading "I'm sorry" look::

Host AdmFarley says:
ACTION: A medic rushed to help Wolfe.

FCO_Rhen says:
$::hears the comm panel beeping very subtly in the background and opens a channel::  Comm: Arcadia: standby.  ::motions to the CO::

CSecWolfe says:
@  ::steps off, regaining his compsure enough to make out::  COM:  Admiral:  Partial Main Power restored...enough to get this hulk up for warp towing speeds.

Host CO_Reed says:
$COMM: Arcadia:  Reed here.

CSecWolfe says:
@  ::watches the Medic work as he sends the comm........never taking his eyes off Patrick's as they follow him::

CEO_JJ says:
$::checks the replicator to see if it can replicate what is needed::

CSO_Tyler says:
COMM Runabout::  Good to here you sir.  Just getting a status report on the rescue mission.  Sounds like its moving along nicely sir.

Host AdmFarley says:
@COMM:Wolfe: Prepare her as best you can, Commander.  We will be extending our shields around her as well.  We will start out at implse.

FCO_Rhen says:
$::lowers his voice a bit to not disturb the Captain's comm::  CEO: we don't have that kind of equipment here, Sir.

Host AdmFarley says:
ACTION: The medic manages to stabilize Thompson.

Host CO_Reed says:
$COMM: Arcadia: CSO:  Not exactly.  We are fine, but the Thomas is not.  There is no easy way that we can think of to get it back to the station in one peace.  At least.. without taking a very long time.

Host MedicJoe says:
@Wolfe: Commander, he needs to get to the station very soon.

CEO_JJ says:
$FCO: I know all I need is that replicator ::looks at console:: at least we have power packs in the replicator system

CmdrWolfe says:
::lays her hands flat on the console, and furrows her brows:: Tyler: Is that runabout ready for launch?

CSecWolfe says:
@  COM: Admiral:  Understood.......
                  Ensign Joe:  So do a lot of other people on this ship......work with the rest, see if there are any other survivors.....

CSO_Tyler says:
COMM Runabout: What kind of damage are we looking at??  ::begins a longrange scan of the vessels??::

CNS_Savar says:
::Begins scan of vessels::

CSecWolfe says:
@  ::kneels down next to his Wife's brother, slumping down to his rump with a tired sigh::

CSO_Tyler says:
Cmdr Wolfe: We have 1 runabout left..   The U.S.S. Talvos is still on launch prep and will still take another 20 minutes at least.

FCO_Rhen says:
$CEO: with all due respect sir, the Thomas is dead in space, she isn't going anywhere and we can't do enough for her.  We should return back later with a full repair team.

Host CO_Reed says:
$COMM: Arcadia: CSO:  The EPS conduits on the Thomas are shot.  There are no inertial dampeners, so warp tow is impossible.

CmdrWolfe says:
Tyler: What would it take to speed that along?

Host AdmFarley says:
ACTION: The Genola shudders as the Colt prepares to tow her.

CSO_Tyler says:
CmmdrWolfe : I  have all availabe crews working on it sir.

CSecWolfe says:
@  ::nods at the medics as they lave, takes the medical tricorder and keeps an eye on patrick::

CEO_JJ says:
$FCO: right now that is a last resort, the Captain has asked me to find a way to get her back now and I doing my best

CSO_Tyler says:
COMM Runabout:: We'll but our heads together here and see if we can come up with something

CmdrWolfe says:
<Patrick> Max?

CSecWolfe says:
@  ::gets back up to a kneeling position, wiping his forehead - leaving a trail of charred grime::  Patrick:  How do you feel Lieutenant?

Host CO_Reed says:
$CEO:  He's right.  We can't hope to repair this ship by ourselves.  I will send for a repair team, and we will wait here until they arrive.  Should unexpected guests show up, I will activate the auto-destruct sequence on the Thomas to prevent them from gaining any information from it.

CmdrWolfe says:
Tyler: Good.

CmdrWolfe says:
<Patrick> I feel like my head was temporarily detached. How are you?

CEO_JJ2 says:
$CO: yes sir

CSecWolfe @  ::chuckles tiredly::  As well as can be expected under the circumstances....::scans:: (Tricorder.wav)

Host CO_Reed says:
$COMM: Arcadia:  We need a repair crew to the Thomas.  There is nothing we can do here without one.  Once one arrives, we will return to the station.

CSO_Tyler says:
COMM Runabout:: Aye sir

CNS_Savar says:
CSO: Do we have enough crew to send out a team?

CmdrWolfe says:
<Patrick> Is Katie all right?

FCO_Rhen says:
$CO: very well, thrusters at stationkeeping  ::brings the runabout to a dead halt in space::

CSO_Tyler says:
CNS: It won't have a department head on board.  CEO JJ is there. We'll send his Alpha and Charlie crew. He can direct them once they arrive

CSO_Tyler says:
::turns to Cmdr Wolfe::

CNS_Savar says:
CSO: Can we put that amount of crew into onw shuttle?

CSecWolfe says:
@  Patrick:  She's fine - on Arcadia....worried about you, of course....  ::picks up the hypo and prepares a mild pain killer, just in case::

CSO_Tyler says:
Cmdr: would you like me to command the runabout??

CmdrWolfe says:
Tyler: Yes. Get out there.

CSO_Tyler says:
CNS: It won't be the most comfortable ride..

CEO_JJ says:
$::feels a little disoriented::

CNS_Savar says:
CSO: Good luck.

CSO_Tyler says:
Cmdr Wolfe Aye sir. ::turns and heads to the  Turbolift::

CSecWolfe says:
@  ::smiles inside as the Genola rumbles toward Arcadia::

CmdrWolfe says:
::she allows herself a small smile as she can "hear" Patrick talking to Max::

CEO_JJ says:
$::reachs over to a tricorder hanging on the wall:: ::coughs::

CmdrWolfe says:
<Patrick> Max: Is she still angry with me?

CSO_Tyler ::taps his communicator:: Engineering teams alpha and charlie report to Runabout Launch Pad D (Comm badge.wav)

CSO_Tyler says:
::steps on TL :: TL: Runabout Pad D

Host AdmFarley says:
COMM: Wolfe: Commander, is there any chance of Genola running under her own impulse power?

Host CO_Reed says:
$::looks through the musical database on the computer::  Do any of you like classical Vulcan music?

CEO_JJ says:
$::scans himself:: All: oh NO. Computer: erect a level 10 forcefield around me

CSecWolfe says:
@  COMM:  Farley:  3/4th Impulse would be the limit, Sir.

Host CO_Reed says:
$::raises an eyebrow::

CEO_JJ says:
$CO: sir I have been exposed to radiation, it must of been from Engineering

CSecWolfe says:
@  Patrick:  I'm sure she would be very....relieved to see you alive...

Host AdmFarley thinks:  @COM:Wolfe: Make it so, Commander.  From our monitoring of comm traffic, the

CmdrWolfe says:
<Patrick> I'll just have to ask her.

Host AdmFarley says:
@COMM:Wolfe: Thomas needs our help.

FCO_Rhen says:
$CEO: just stay put for a minute  ::walks back to the aft compartmen to retrieve a medkit::

CSecWolfe says:
@  ::stands and heads over to the Helm station, getting it back online::

CEO_JJ says:
$::coughs::

CSecWolfe says:
@  :;activates the ships impulse engines....::  COM:  Admiral:  The Genola's impulse engines are online...all systems within minimal operating parameters...we can navigate under our own power

CEO_JJ says:
$::doubles over in pain and turns away from the Captain and throws up::

FCO_Rhen says:
$::returns holding a hypospray::  CEO: you must have recieved hyronalin treatments before, being in the line of work you are in.

CEO_JJ says:
#FCO: not to close the shield

Host AdmFarley says:
@COMM:Wolfe: Head back to Arcadia, Commander.  We will head for Thomas.  Farley out.

Host AdmFarley says:
ACTION: Genola Shudders again as she is released.

CmdrWolfe says:
::she starts clearing ships for docking::

CSecWolfe says:
@  COM: Arcadia:  This is Commander Wolfe, aboard the USS Genola...we are enroute...ETA......45 minutes, present speed

Host CO_Reed says:
$::monitors ship movements on LRS::

CEO_JJ says:
$FCO: and no, I have never been exposed to radiation before I am a good engineer, but those pills they gave me at the academy to simulate this is nothing like the real thing

FCO_Rhen says:
$::shakes his head and looks down at the carpet::  CEO: perhaps we should just stick you in a stasis field until we get back then?

CmdrWolfe says:
COM: Genola: We will be waiting for you. Arcadia out.

CSecWolfe says:
@  ::walks back over to Patrick...keep an eye on his patient::

Host AdmFarley says:
@COMM: Thomas: USS Thomas, this is the Colt.  Come in, please.

CEO_JJ says:
$FCO: It will stop most of this stuff from happening but it won't help keep me alive the radiation will keep it's affects

Host CO_Reed says:
$::intercepts the communication:: COMM: Colt:  This is Reed.  We are on runabout Clayton now.

CSO_Tyler says:
::shuffles everyone within the runabout::   *OPS*   Clayton requesting launch from Pad D

CNS_Savar says:
*CSO*: You are cleared for launch.

CSecWolfe says:
@  Patrick:  if you need anything...let me know..

FCO_Rhen says:
$CEO: suit yourself.

CNS_Savar says:
::Pushes buttons to launch the appropriate runabout::

CSO_Tyler says:
::clears the station and sets an intercept course for the Thomas::

CmdrWolfe says:
<Patrick> ::nods, and spits up a little blood....clearing his mouth::

CEO_JJ says:
$FCO: put a hole in this thing and pass me that medkit ::not spoken well::

CSecWolfe says:
@  ::grabs some gauze....eyebrows knitting, scanning and wiping::

CmdrWolfe says:
<Patrick> ::wipes his mouth with the back of his hand:: Max: I'm okay....just do your job.

CSO_Tyler says:
@COMM: Arcadia    We're probably going to need a lot more help. Please launch the U.S.S Talvos as soon as its ready

Host AdmFarley says:
@COMM:Reed: We are enroute to you and should be there in a few minutes.

Host CO_Reed says:
$::waits for the FCO to set the medkit on the ground so he can extend the radius of the forcefield::

CmdrWolfe says:
COMM: Tyler: Understood.

CSecWolfe says:
@  Patrick:  I am.....::unable to hide much of the concern in his voice::

FCO_Rhen says:
$::sighs::  CEO: very well  ::sets the medkit on the floor and looks at the CO::

Host AdmFarley says:
@COMM:Reed: What does Thomas need to get under her own power?

Host CO_Reed says:
$::taps a few buttons and extends the field to contain the medkit::

CEO_JJ says:
$::picks up medkit and gives himself the treatments::

CmdrWolfe says:
<Patrick> ::looks away::

Host CO_Reed says:
$COMM: Admiral:  Well.. no amount of power will get her running warp.  From what I understand, the entire EPS system needs to be replaced.  Until we can do that, she'll have no inertial dampeners, which means no warp tow.

CEO_JJ says:
$::gives himself a drug for the vomiting, the pain, something to help boost the imune system::

FCO_Rhen says:
$::hears the Admiral's comment and thinks it'll take a miracle::

CEO_JJ says:
$::gets of the words:: CO: Captain we can push it at impulse towards the station and let it drift to the station

CSecWolfe says:
@  Patrick?  ::turns his head up, and notices the trickle of blood had become a full torrent.......reads tricorder:  internal hemmoraging is increasing::

Host CO_Reed says:
$CEO:  Even at max impulse, it would still take a very long time for the ship to reach the station.

Host AdmFarley says:
@COMM:Reed: We will extend our shields around Thomas and tow her back.  Genola is under her own power and headed back.  You should get back too.

CEO_JJ says:
$CO: something is better than ::coughs:: nothing ::takes something for the coughing::

FCO_Rhen says:
$CO: and with the structural integrity field compromised it would get there in several pieces.

CSecWolfe says:
@  ::checks with his engineers.........any possibility of warp speed::

CSecWolfe says:
@  ::grits teeth....too much damage, the expected reply::

Host CO_Reed says:
$::getting tired of this game::  COMM: Admiral:  If you can tow the Thomas back without tearing it to pieces, do so.  Just be informed that the SIF and IDF's are offline.  We will be returning home.

Host AdmFarley says:
ACTION: The USS Colt comes into range and locks onto the Thomas.

CSecWolfe says:
@  ::gives Patick another round of Blood-production drugs and begins to do an external massage of his heart::

CEO_JJ says:
$::starts to drift in and out of consciousness::

Host AdmFarley says:
@COMM:Reed: Understood.  Wev'e had to do this before.  It will take some time, but we will make it.

Host CO_Reed says:
$COMM: Admiral:  We will be on our way, then.  Our CEO needs medical attention.
FCO:  Take us back to Arcadia.

Host AdmFarley says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<END MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

